βπC

Yang, Lauder, and Lin (1995c;

π1 = e x1 s , π2 = e x2 s , π3 = e x3 s

exp{
(L0 + L1)

βπT
V0
0.004344
0.004344 = 0.003070
Yang, Lauder, and Lin (1995b;

π1 = x1/s, π2 = x2/s, π3 = x3/s
for all n.
exp{–
(L1 + L1)
Bayesians
have the same K-L divergence from
the true model
(13.24)

p.3 table 1.1 F84
row A column C

p.67 eq. 2.38

p.105 figure 4.2 last number for node 6

p.106 line –23

p.123 line 15

p.138 line −12

p.188 below eq. 2.15

p.196 in Eq. 6.33

p.196 line –12

p.197 line 16

p.198 line 2

p.207 line –3

(A.24)

are all correct and encompass the true
model

Bayesian

for all x.

0.000444 = 0.002976

0.000444

U 0−1

Correct

Incorrect
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delete the minus sign

Notes

11 June 2018

If the branch lengths (and other
parameters) are from the posterior
for the current tree, the branch
lengths in the new tree (when the
algorithm moves to the new tree
through a cross-tree move) will
automatically be from the
stationary (posterior) distribution
for the new tree.

p.282 paragraph 1

the proposal ratio will be one.
Otherwise the proposal ratio will be
the ratio of the uniform and
exponential densities for the age of
node a:
1

p.294, lines 2-3

p.294, first line within eq. 8.29

1 (tu − max{t x , tv })
1 (tb − max{t x , t y })

the proposal ratio will be the ratio of
the uniform densities for the age of
node a at the source and target.
Otherwise it will be the ratio of the
uniform and exponential densities.

EΛnE–1

EΛnE–T

p.238 line −7

p.294, figure 8.11a

gives the variance

gives the efficiency

p.233, 3 lines above eq. 7.40.

EΛnE–1

EΛnE–T

p.232 above eq. 7.37

p.209 fig. 6.8

Label the mother node of node a as u
and the daughter node as v. See
attached figure.

This statement is true only in the case
where α in equation (8.21) is < 1 for
all possible t and t' but is in general
incorrect. In the latter case, use of
within-chain moves will benefit the
mixing efficiency for estimating
posterior model (tree) probabilities.

change –T into –1

change –T into –1

The lines in fig.6.8b should be shifted
to the right to align with the x axis.
See attached figure.

species
Liu et al. (2010a)

exp{
(L0 + L1)
are all correct and encompass the true
model
E = 1/(1 – 2π2)

species’
Liu et al. (2010b)
Liu et al. (2010a)
Liu et al. (2010a)
Liu et al. (2010b)
(Zang et al. 2011)
Steel, M.
exp{–
(L1 + L1)
have the same K-L divergence from
the true model
E = 1/(2π2 – 1)
B01

if j ≤ i,

p.337 below eq. 9.47

p.335 line −3

p.336 paragraph 1 in Sec 9.4.3.2

p.338 paragraph above Sec 9.4.3.3

p.338 paragraph 1 in Sec 9.4.3.3

p.356 l.2

p.480

p.196 in Eq. 6.33

p.196 line –12

p.198 line 2

p.233 line 3 below Eq. 7.40

p.257 table 7.6 first column

p.422 l. -3

Thanks to Utkarsh J Dang, Chi Zhang, Tianqi Zhu for corrections.

τs

τs

p.329 line −7

if j ≥ i,

B10 = 1/B01

Steel, M.A.

(Zhang et al. 2011)

Liu et al. (2010a)

Liu et al. (2010b)

Liu et al. (2010b)

MRCA →

MRCA
→

p.310 fig. 9.1b

delete the minus sign

twice, and reorder references

twice

remove space

arrow should point to the node in the
gene tree

